SAVE TIME AND
MONEY WITH
THE SMARTER WAY
TO ESTIMATE
Maximise team resource and ensure margins are maintained with EValuate
estimating software, cost planning and post contract software. With multiuser access to any project, the functions and facilities within the full suite
allow a business to:

a

Capture and feedback real project data for the benefit of future project
forecasting

a

Manage the subcontractor tendering process through the optional

a
a

Takeoff from drawings using our 2D and 3D BIM Measurement module

a

Create a consistent pre- and post-contract basis for reporting all

a

Create and maintain a central repository of historical cost data for all

Project Enquiry Centre module and Online Portal
Avoid cost shocks as designs progress by incorporating regular
benchmarking cost comparison during the pre-contract process
projects
projects, avoiding customer-specific islands of expertise

a

EValuate includes Laxton’s Priced Libraries in both SMM7 and NRM2
format for pricing items directly, or for comparison with your rates or
your subcontractors’ rates.

Allied to modern technology (MS SQL Server 2014, .NET Framework 4.5)
and leading-edge user interfaces (MS-Office ribbon), EValuate offers the
unique combination of class-leading business functionality implemented on
future-proof technology.

EVALUATE FEATURES
COST PLANNING
JJ

Measure and price at an element, package or specified

JJ

Resource-based estimating

JJ

Reuse information from historic cost archive, previous
estimates, templates, your own priced libraries or Laxton’s

item level of detail
JJ

JJ

Multiple views & reporting available

JJ

Multi-level pricing on a rate, lump sum or cost per m2 basis

JJ

Full BCIS elemental quantity cost analysis
Project GIFA m2 and schedule of areas GIFA m2 cost per
m2 reporting

JJ

Re-use descriptions, dimensions from pre-defined
templates, previous projects or Laxton’s Priced Libraries

JJ

Direct keyboard entry, traditional dimensions editor,
dimension copying and linking

ESTIMATING
JJ

JJ

Full enquiry management/quote comparison

Resource management (inc. project resource analysis)

JJ

Final Account data compatible with historical cost

JJ

Detailed estimating administration facilities; find and filter

JJ

Net cost reporting

JJ

Tender adjudication

JJ

Information re-use

JJ

Independent internal, external and subcontract valuations

JJ

Estimating management reporting

JJ

Valuation by quantity, percentage complete, lump sum

JJ

documents and drawings.
JJ
JJ

Import of BOQ from Excel, CITE, OCR, etc

utilises only relevant modules
JJ

JJ

Full BOQ navigation and control

JJ

User-definable flags and bookmarks

JJ

Document linking to bill diagrams, images, useful web sites

by individual item, bill/section/page or traditional cost

JJ

JJ

planning and analytical estimating functionality assists
surveyors during additional pre-contract negotiations

PROJECT COST ANALYSIS AND RETR IEVA L
JJ

Project data reusability - Inherit data, reuse, analyse, store
and retrieve project data
Project data accessibility - Access project data via wide

currently stored in any existing databases
JJ

Elements and trade packages maintain the same attributes

Project data security - SQL server for robust disaster

JJ

Information retrieval search by any combination of the
compulsory project criteria

POST-CONTR ACT
Inherits all pre-contract tender data (including rate buildMaintains estimate information for final margin and reserve
report calculations
JJ

Retrieve all information at archived value, current value and
forecast value

JJ

Benchmark project totals only, or with associated
elements/trade package breakdowns

ups and full package analysis/content)
JJ

An Excel-based template is available to import data

area networks and the web

JJ

JJ

Archive validation process ensures quality of data is
maintained

JJ

recovery

Take off from drawings using 2D and 3D BIM (formats
include PDFs, IMG, DWG, DXF, DWF, 3DBIM, Revit, IFC)

Project data scalability - Modular solution, each project

Separate variation account or spread variations throughout
existing contract documentation

Project data inheritance - Grow the initial scheme data into
the project Final Account

JJ

subcontractors can remotely access a summary view
of live tenders and bid status, and upload/download

benchmark database
JJ

FUTURE-PROOF TECHNOLOGY

Optional Online Enquiry Portal module - Built on Microsoft
Azure, a trusted and secure cloud server. You and your

to suit surveying packages

JJ

store documents and drawings against a project. Easily
make revisions.

tendered resource rate build-up and allowing repackaging

Package management (enquiry creation, quote input,
JJ

Optional Project Enquiry Centre module - manage your
Subcontractors, generate enquiry packs, compare quotes,

Comprehensive re-packaging function retaining the original

analysis and selection)

Benchmark comparisons

JJ

JJ

JJ

Re-measure each Final Account independently using full
take-off facilities

JJ

Priced Libraries

Full versioning control through all iterations of a
developing project

JJ

JJ

Benchmark individual elements/trade packages to create
trend analysis reporting

Allows the management of three independent Final
Account views: external, internal and subcontractor
packages

www.eque2-evaluate.co.uk

